UTP Patch Panel Installation Instruction

A. Strip off 1.5 inches of cable jacket.
   Maintain the cable jacket as close to the termination point as possible.

B. Set the wire pairs on the IDC in accordance with the color coded wiring configuration for either T568A or T568B

C. Set punch down tool to the low impact setting. With the cutting blade in the proper direction align the punch down tool directly over the wire conductors to be terminated.

D. Push down on the punch down tool to terminate and trim wire conductors.

E. Put the cable tie through the retainer and secure all cables making sure you don't overtighten the cables.

Please Read Carefully and Follow All Directions.

A. Never install telephone wiring during a lightning storm.

B. Never install telephone wiring in a wet location unless the wiring is specifically designed for wet locations.

C. Never touch un-insulated telephone wires or terminals unless the telephone line has been disconnected at the network interface.

D. Use caution when installing or modifying telephone lines.